
10/10/2016 

The Perfect Day: Actions 
Working towards the perfect day, balance and productivity 

  
 06:05 Commit to getting 9+ hours of uninterrupted sleep 
 07:00 Brush softly and floss 
 07:15 In car - praise kids for effort, not innate ability 
 07:35 In car - before work, listen to my 'theme song' 
 08:00 Drink 250ml water to re-hydrate my mind, use the time to be mindful about my day's 

goals 
 08:05 Use standing or squatting desk, work in different locations 
 08:05 Deliberately, don't start with email 
 08:05 Reading (all billionaires read extensively) 
 Day: Work in 25min / 5min sprints (use Cortana for reminders) 
 Day: Start with creating content, add numerical titles (you must create daily) 
 Day: If it will take less than 2mins DO NOW, if not add to TO DO list on OneNote 
 Day: Flow follows focus. Achieve flow better by clustering tasks 
 12:00 Schedule lunch in advance (protein, veggies, greens, water) 
 Day: single tasking, not multitasking 

o Clients – Stick to the 2017 client profile 
o Personnel – Ensure the right person is on the bus, focus on developing their skills 
o Infrastructure – Set the vision & strategy clearly 
o Business Administration – Make sure there is money in the bank for payroll 

 17:00 Schedule exercise in advance (squash, bike, weights) (only 2x per week) 
 18:00 #tweetperfectday 
 18:05 Kids 'show and tell' 
 DTEA 
 20:30 Mindfulness - process what my brain downloaded (think through it) 
 20:35 Reading (no TV) 
 21:55 Deliberately, wind down with breathing exercise 
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The Perfect Day: Principles 
 

 Focus long term, even though this is daily, the focus is the next 10 years 

 “If today were the last day of my life, would I want to do what I am about to do today? If the 
Answer is ‘no’ for too many days in a row, I know I need to change something” – Steve Jobs 

 Pain, discomfort, shock, boredom, impostor syndrome, awkwardness, fear, being wrong, 
failing, ignorance, looking stupid: your avoidance of ALL these feelings (not just fear) is 
stopping you from a life beyond your wildest imagination 

 If I can create the ideal day, then I can create an emotional connection to achieving each 
day's purpose, consistently. Writing out goals, using emotional terms/connections, make it 
more likely that I will commit to achieving them when things get tough. 

 “To achieve your desired lifestyle you must accomplish these tasks whether you enjoy doing 
them or not. No matter how onerous the task, or how little you want to do what is required 
the payoff will arrive as long as you take the steps! Carry this though around with you: I do 
not have to like the steps I must take. I just have to take them. Nine out of ten people don’t 
understand this. They think, rather, “If I don’t enjoy what I’m doing, then what I’m doing is 
incorrect”. Bad assumption” – Sam Carpenter, Work the System 

 Learning takes place when you consume information AND then process 

 Billionaires read extensively (Buffet, Musk, etc). Their specific reading habits will make you 
dramatically smarter, and are highly correlated with building wealth and success. 

 First remove, then try to automate, delegate what you can, do what remains based on 80/20 
principle 

 
 

 


